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INTRODUCTION

www.wordmeaning.org is an open and collaborative dictionary project that, apart from being able to consult meanings of
words, also offers its users the possibility of including new words or nuancing the meaning of existing words in it. As is
understandable, this project would be impossible to carry out without the esteemed collaboration of the people who
follow us around the world. This e-Book, therefore, was born with the intention of paying a small tribute to all our
collaborators.
Dr. Atilio Laurence Almagia has contributed to the dictionary with 13 meanings that we have approved and collected in
this small book. We hope that the reader is very valuable and if you find it useful or want to be part of the project, do not
hesitate to visit our website, we will be delighted to receive you. 
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arrajonado
arrajonado is incorrectly written, and should be written as "arrejonado" as meaning:<br>arrajonado/arrejonado: bold /
bold/courageous/fearless antonyms: apitiguado, canifla, pebre, chicken gruel soup

aspectar
Neologism that might derive from appearance, countenance, or similar. Resource badly used by some headquarters
neofitas or politicians. Idiom " 34 aspectar; as present, use, situacionar. Intencionar a situation in public.
Neologism/barbarism/chilenismo that attempts to derive from the concept, appearance, etc.

citadino
Coming from the city, use and customs of the city. It is said be of habits and customs typical of the urban area

decacordio
musical instrument composed of ten chords and cited in the Bible "Praise with the psaltery and decacordio "   (Psalms )

distopia
mental archetype that builds in the never reached utopia. Perversity of a plan made up of some plausibility.

esponsion
Pact exceeded the limits. Agreement, contract, seeking an overflow in the small print.

imparajitable
Said is the Localism or barbarism / chilenismo referred to " you cannot or you must fail ": is impajaritable the guests
attending. Concerned chilenismo a: secured, safe, inevitable, that does not fail, irreplaceable.

incontingencia
antonym of the word, a contingency which refers to unexpected, event.Incontingencia, referred to as planned, expected.
Not to be confused with " incontinence " medical term referring to the impediment of containing urine.

inundaciones
common word that refers to the effect of the waters that exceed the bank covering other areas. The right thing is to say
flood, in singular and not plural. Although it may also refer to several situations where the effect of the water of river,
sea, lakes, water rain, it covers areas outside of the normal channel.

pan¿ptico
It is said be the turret in which a Watcher controls everything. A concept that leads to political control using all the means
at its disposal.  "The panoptic hard thinking that violates the rights of democracy "

recaptacion
It is said is the financial action of capturing an asset or portfolio of clients.   " the uptake of funds from the State in federal
bonuses ".



recaptacion
Utopia, dream of perfection. Perfect society. Macanudo political agenda, without errors.

utopia
socio-political idealism that brings into play the fantasy of the people.


